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Abstract 

In this essay, the author will compare cosmology models revealed from Christology and 

Trinitarian approaches. Although there are differences, both Trinitarian and Christological 

approaches can be a starting point for developing a biblical approach to cosmology. 

Cosmological models which are built from Trinitarian or Christology have practical-ethical 

implications, while contrasting big bang cosmology or its derivatives which tend to put a man in 

a position of helplessness at the cosmic stage. Both approaches may be potentially developed 

further into a dialogue of religious pluralism. 
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Introduction 
 

In this essay, I will discuss cosmology as a conceptual framework of the universe, not 

necessarily these concepts should be confirmed empirically (6).  Current mainstream 

cosmological theories do not mention God and this has been a particular challenge for many 

Christians (3). However, some Christian thinkers assumed that modern cosmological theories 

such as the Big Bang are quite close to the biblical doctrine of creation, but not a few who think 

that the big bang actually replaces the role of God in creation with a random chance process 

triggered by fluctuations in vacuum. Others argue that the singular point where the universe 

began to expand need not be equated with the point of creation. Presumably these issues are 

more in depth than just maintaining the idea of six-day creation, like what most Creationists 

told us. 

 

The situation with somewhat similar dilemma also arises in the question of the origin of life on 

Earth, where the classical view, as was proven by Louis Pasteur through experimentation, 

stating that the origin of life is life (biogenesis), while the latest scientific developments tend to 
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support the idea that life occurs spontaneously from simple chemical reactions, even cutting-

edge theory explains the existence of a common ancestor called the Last Universal Common 

ancestor (LUCA). 

 

Then how should our attitude as Christians in addressing the various dilemmas? This article is 

an expression of perceived concerns with respect to the direction of the authors of modern 

cosmology and dilemmas faced by Christians who want to uphold their faith, therefore the 

writer will try to look at cosmology from the perspective of the Trinity and Christology. 

 

Basically the author agrees with Norris, Jr., that it is necessary to develop a new cosmological 

paradigm which can provide a response to the modern cosmology (3, p. 185). Dialogue between 

cosmology and the Bible (Scripture) is possible and necessary, particularly if we cite the 

thinking of 6th century Christologians such as St. Maximus the Confessor. According to Paul 

M. Blowers, Maximus's theology enables us to do: "scripturalizing" of the cosmos and 

"cosmologizing" of the Scripture. (3, p. 199) 

 

Trinitarian Approach to Cosmology 

First of all, it must be recognized that there is no well-established concept of Trinitarian 

cosmology, let alone that has reached the stage of empirical confirmation. Neville also wrote 

that the idea of the Trinity is always rooted in revelation and speculation at the same time (1). 

The starting point of the concept of the Trinity is Christology, and a Christology thesis is rooted 

in the belief that Jesus is the Son of God because He is the Word made flesh (1, p.9). From this 

it can be drawn a basic idea that the doctrine of the Trinity was originally stems from 

Christology, particularly the New Testament Christology. 

 

Thus, if we read the Old Testament from the New Testament lens, we see that since in Gen. 1: 

1- 2 already called about the role of God (the Father), the Spirit of God was hovering and also 

the word of God with power (dabar YHWH). If only we can ignore that Genesis was written 

by a monotheistic Jews, then the mention of these three actors is sufficient for us to say that the 

forerunner of the Trinitarian cosmology has existed since Genesis. 1. According to the St. 
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Basil, God the Father is the "primordial cause of everything that has been made," the Son is 

"the operative cause," and the Holy Spirit is "the perfecting cause." see (2) p. 250. 

 

Indeed, since the fathers of the church, including Irenaeus and Aquinas, Christians generally 

assumed that the creation of the Bible is the creation of nothing (creation ex nihilo). Irenaeus 

for example, writes that there is one God the Father is one God, who created everything from 

nothing through his Word. He repeatedly wrote about the Father who has created with His two 

hands (29). Of course, what is meant by the two hands are the Word and the Holy Spirit. 

 

Although Irenaeus explains these concepts to read Gen. 1: 1-4, 26-27 but of course the views 

were rooted in the apostolic teachings of the risen Christ. In other words, the trinitarian view of 

Irenaeus actually stems from Christology. One more thing that should be noted, that the term 

Trinity itself is not yet known in the second century AD (Irenaeus period), because the term was 

emerging around the third and fourth centuries. So presumably not appropriate for reading 

Irenaeus from the standpoint of the development of thinking one or two centuries later (34). 

 

In a later development, few people distinguish between social and Latin Trinitarianism, 

which essentially are as follows: (35): 

 

a. Social Trinitarianism: "three distinct and discrete persons." But this may be more 

suitable called tritheism, although there are some theologians who see this concept 

remains as monotheism. For example: Plantinga, (?) 

 

b. Latin Trinitarianism: "three persons in one substance." This model is further developed 

into a model of psychology by Augustine of Hippo in his De Trinitate (37). 

Just for a side note, in a modern version of this psychology model can be linked with the 

theory of "plural self" (38). Plural self-concept has been studied seriously in modern 

psychology (39). That is, the human being as God's image also has a complex identity (plural), 

and that fact is an indirect hint that monotheism complex (Trinity) is more relevant than the 

simple monotheism.  
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However, Karl Rahner has addressed some of the problems that exist with the psychological 

model of the Trinity, and he prefers to use the term "hypothesis." See (38a). Furthermore, for a 

discussion of modern thinking about the Trinity in relation to postmodernism, see for example 

(18). 

 

Back to the biblical narrative of creation, the actual theory of creation out of nothing is not the 

only possibility, because there are several possible alternative interpretations of the Genesis 1 

narrative. See for example (13): 

 

 -  creation from 'primordial chaos': if "tohu wa bohu" can be interpreted as chaotic and 

formless 

- creation from a kind of primordial fluid 

- continuous creation (creatio continuans): Robert Millikan 

- cyclic universe: Roger Penrose 

- continuously expanding universe since infinite time: Fred Hoyle 

- and one more possibility: creation without singularity. 

 

 

Some Problems with the Big Bang Model 

If one can develop a theory in accordance with cosmological observation data but without 

involving the singularity hypothesis, then it means the big bang (big bang) become irrelevant. 

From a theological perspective, Aquinas argued that the existence of God does not implicitly 

suggest that the age of the universe is limited, and this position is supported for example by 

Arthur Peacocke and Ian Barbour, see (6). In other words, the big bang theory is not a 

necessary condition for evidence of the presence of God. 

 

The author also found the idea of the Big Bang bit corny, even if Georges Lemaitre connected 

it to the "creation ex nihilo." Although there are many writers who have been denied the big 

bang theory, such as Fred Hoyle, Geoffrey Burbidge and Halton Arp, here the author would 
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only give 3 refutations by elementary logic, namely: 

 

a. First: There is no sane person would build a house by blowing up a pile of bricks with a 

grenade. In essence, very, very small chance that all the order and structure that we 

observe in the universe is the result of purely random process. In other words, the big 

bang models have serious logical flaw. 

 

b. second: Careful calculations show that if the big bang happened because of fluctuations 

in the vacuum (Vacuum Fluctuation), then the implication is the cosmological constant 

would have a value of more than 10 ^ 10 times greater than the observed value now. So it 

is clear that the assumption of many scientists that the big bang was triggered by 

fluctuations in vacuum would be simply an unfounded assumption. (Indeed, lately the 

hypothesis that the big bang came from vacuum fluctuations much to gain followers, 

especially those who argue that the universe started from nothing; but the essence of their 

argument is that the Universe did not require a Creator or God, see ref. (40)). 

 

c. Big Bang Theory has a primary assumption is that the universe began from a very small 

primordial egg. This hypothesis of cosmic egg was first proposed by Georges Lemaitre, 

based on the findings of Edwin Hubble, an American astronomer. If the law of Hubble is 

extrapolated backwards it will be found the starting point of the universe. The starting 

point is what is called a singularity or big bang (15). The question is: what if it can be 

shown that the singularity is not necessary to explain astronomical data? 

Unfortunately, the big bang theory is already widely accepted as an indisputable fact, or in 

terms of Lakatos: research program (research program). As a result, almost all the paper that 

criticized the theory will necessarily be rejected in any scientific journal, because it does not 

comply with accepted research program as a consensus. It shows the repression of the authority 

of science worldwide; see ref. (15). Even Fred Hoyle once called the big bang as "religious 

fundamentalism"(6). For further discussion, for example the readers can see a website by Eric 

Lerner: www.bigbangneverhappened.org 

 

However, thankfully lately there are also some cosmologists who propose cosmological 

http://www.bigbangneverhappened.org/
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models without singularities. Of their courage to break down a well-worn theory should be 

appreciated. See example ref. (16). 

 

In the context of Gen. 1, the universe could be considered to be eternal, but the earth and the 

solar system were created from a kind of primordial oceans. Theologically, God always be 

dynamically Trinity in eternity, and this topic has been appointed as the dissertation by Adrian 

Langdon (19). 

 

Another approach taken rampant among experimental physicists is trying to look at what 

happened before the big bang, though of course the levels of speculation this approach is 

quite large (17). 

 

Christology Approach to Cosmology 

One of the most striking things in the Hymn of Jesus is the Logos who became flesh. 

Although there are similarities between these notions to the concept of Logos as a rule or 

immutable laws that govern the various changes in the universe (such as Heraclitus, the 

Stoics, and Philo), there are many significant differences between them (3, p. 186-287). 

In the Hymn of Jesus, the Logos is personal, consubstantial with the Father, begotten by the 

Father, and incarnated into human and descended into the world and entered into human history. 

So instead of a human becomes divine, but instead of a divine being human. Regarding the 

question of whether the worship of Jesus as the Son of God, Kurios, and the Logos was 

emerging at a later stage, or indeed a unique original belief of the early Church, can be seen in 

the work of James Dunn (43). 

 

Although the view of the cosmos in the light of Christology is most clearly evident in John 1: 

1-14, but there's also Paul's writings that discuss the cosmic Christology, for example Col. 1: 

15-17. Because it is alleged that the cosmic Christology of John's version has closeness in 

conceptual with cosmic version of Paul's Christology. In fact, according to John Gibbs, Cosmic 

Christology is at the core of Paul's conception of the divinity of Jesus, which is no less 
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important than the theology of the cross. It should be noted that Paul's concept of the divinity 

of Jesus is not from Hellenism, but rooted in the tradition of the early church itself. The 

combined evidence from various sources indicates that the work of the cosmic Christ is not less 

essential to the Christology of Paul than the redemptive work of Christ (4, p. 479). 

 

The question then is: is it possible to develop Christological Cosmology from a 

theological- scientific discourse into an emancipatory science? 

 

In my opinion, there are some things that can be drawn from the Hymn of Jesus (Jn. 1:14), 

of which: 

 

a. The Word and God the Father has an eternal existence and unity. The implication is the 

Word and the Father's identities are relational. 

b. The Word is the source of life for humans. 

c. The Word is the light of the world, and the darkness cannot beat it. 

d. The Word was already willing to go down into the world and into the meat (sarx), which 

is Jesus Christ. 

e. The Word of God is very involved in the process of creation of the universe (cosmos). 

And without Him nothing is finished in all of creation. 

 

Of those phrases, then obviously there is a clash between the Word that is bright with a dark 

world. So the assumption of dialectical history is not true that says that advances in human 

civilization happened as a result of multiple-collisions between thesis and antithesis (Hegel). 

The truth is always conflict because the eternal dark world tends to reject the Light. Thus, the 

progress of civilization occurs because the Light itself which gives light unto the darkness of the 

world, so the world is gradually transformed into increasingly bright. This may conceivably be 

similar to the process of diffusion or osmosis. 

 

The clear implication here is that those who were chosen to be the children of God are also called 

to take part in the world, with a variety of functions, among others: 
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- creation functions: creating order back, 

- enlighten the darkness of the world who do not know God, 

- restore order amid the chaos of the world (returning order), 

- a witness for Christ, the Word 

- sew dark world and full of suffering (rather close to the principle of "tikkun olam" which 

held the Jewish community). 

 

Conclusions 

Although there are differences, both Trinitarian and Christological approaches can be a starting 

point for developing a biblical approach to cosmology. Cosmological models which are built 

from Trinitarian or Christology have practical-ethical implications, while contrasting big bang 

cosmology or its derivatives which tend to put a man in a position of helplessness at the cosmic 

stage. Both approaches may be potentially developed further into a dialogue of religious 

pluralism. 

 

The author is not advocating Social Gospel (Social Gospel). But at least the church can begin to 

actively build intense communication with the public, for example by means of open dialogue on 

theological issues in the public sphere. A dialogic interaction can emerge opportunity to 

exchange an understanding of the Trinity, Christology and others with other religious 

communities. Such a dialogue should be taken though certainly not make everyone converted in 

one go. In Jn. 7:14-8:59 narrated that Jesus also often communicated openly with the Jews even 

if the results are disappointing. 
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